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Translation of

MEXICAN GAME LAW

Appearing in the Diario Oficial, México, D. F., January 5, 1952

EXECTUVE BRANCH

MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE AND LIVESTOCK

FEDERAL GAME LAW

At the margin a seal with the National Emblem, which says: United Mexican States - Presidency of the Republic.

I, Miguel Aleman, Constitutional President of the United Mexican States make known to the inhabitants thereof:

That the Hon. Congress of the Union has seen fit to transmit to me the following

DECREE.

The Congress of the United Mexican States decrees:

FEDERAL GAME LAW

CHAPTER I

Object of the law

ARTICLE 1. The purpose of this law is to direct and guarantee the conservation, restoration and development of the wildlife which lives freely in Mexican territory, regulating its exploitation.

ARTICLE 2. Wildlife consists of the animals which live freely - and not under human domination. Also considered as wild, for purposes of this law, are those domestic animals which, upon being abandoned, turn wild and consequently are susceptible to capture and appropriation by means authorized in this law and its regulation.

ARTICLE 3. All species of wild animals which live freely in Mexican territory are property of the nation and the Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock is charged with authorizing the hunting of them and the appropriation of their products.

CHAPTER II

Protection of wildlife

ARTICLE 4. The following are declared to be of public benefit:
a) The conservation, restoration and propagation of all the wild animals useful to man, which temporarily or permanently inhabit Mexican territory.

b) The control of wild animals, whether they be useful or harmful to man or to other animal species.

c) The importation, movement and feeding of wild animals.

d) The conservation and propagation of the resources which serve as food and shelter for wild life.

ARTICLE 5. The protection of birds and other wild migratory animals shall be undertaken in accordance with the precepts of this law, its regulation and the international treaties now in force and those which may be effected in the future.

ARTICLE 6. The Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock shall be in charge of the inspection and supervision of all hunting activities in accordance with provisions of this law, its regulation and any other orders emanating from it.

ARTICLE 7. The federal, local and municipal authorities, the hunting clubs and all inhabitants of the Republic should cooperate with the Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock in order to achieve the goals indicated in this law.

ARTICLE 8. The Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock shall impart specialized training and diffuse by all available means the necessary knowledge in order to assure the conservation and development of the national wildlife.

CHAPTER III

National reserve zones, refuges for animals and zones closed for propagation

ARTICLE 9. The Executive Branch of the Union, after suitable study, shall establish national reserve zones and determine temporary or indefinite closed seasons to secure the repopulation, propagation, acclimatization or refuge of wild animals and, principally, of species in danger of extinction.

CHAPTER IV

Acclimatization and propagation

ARTICLE 10. When the Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock considers beneficial the importation of foreign wild animals for their acclimatization, it shall issue the corresponding permit and the importation shall be free of duty.

ARTICLE 11. The capture of wild animals for propagation purposes obligates the permissionaire to present to the Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock the live, healthy specimens designated in the regulation and in accordance with specifications contained in the permit.
ARTICLE 12. The permissionaires are also obligated to deliver to the Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock the sick specimens which they may occasionally capture, so that investigation may be made of the causes of the sickness and that epidemics may be controlled and combated efficiently.

CHAPTER V

Hunting zones

ARTICLE 13. The hunting clubs or associations registered with the Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock shall be able to request of the Executive of the Union the declaration of "cotoes de caza" (hunting zones).

By "coto" is understood a limited area designated for sports hunting.

ARTICLE 14. It shall be a prior requisite for the declaration by the Executive of a hunting zone, that the Ministry of Agriculture, at the expense of the interested parties, shall undertake a study showing that the establishment of the "coto" is justified and the conditions under which it shall function. In this study shall be determined the species and the number of animals that each hunter shall have a right to hunt during the season.

CHAPTER VI

Hunting rights

ARTICLE 15. There shall be no limitations imposed on hunting other than those established in this law, its regulation and orders which the Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock may proclaim.

ARTICLE 16. Hunting for commercial purposes is prohibited.

Sports hunting shall be authorized in open seasons and shall be subject to the provisions of this law and its regulation, as well as to the Table of Open Seasons issued by the Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock.

ARTICLE 17. In exceptional cases and subject to approval of the President of the Republic, authorization may be granted for the capture of a specified number of a species which is not considered as destructive or harmful, when such authorization is requested for scientific or cultural investigation or for repopulation purposes and the request comes from an official, scientific or educational organization, either Mexican or foreign.

CHAPTER VII

Permits

ARTICLE 18. Hunting permits shall be issued upon request and payment of the fees fixed in the tariff, to the members of the registered hunting association or club recognized by the Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock, subject to permission of the proper authority for the carrying and use of firearms.
ARTICLE 19. Hunting permits are personal and non-transferable - and bearers of the permits are obliged to show them to civil or military authorities whenever requested.

ARTICLE 20. Tanners and taxidermists engaged in the preparation of wild animal skins must demand of their clients the corresponding permits and maintain a control book in the manner designated in the regulation of this law.

CHAPTER VIII
Hunting arms and means of capture

ARTICLE 21. The Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock is charged with determining the types and calibers of the arms, as well as the means of hunting which may be employed.

ARTICLE 22. Hunting by means of poison is prohibited, and decoys can only be used in exceptional cases determined in the regulation.

ARTICLE 23. It is strictly prohibited to engage in hunting of aquatic and shore birds by means of "armadass" or nets.

Shotguns (canones) which can be utilized in "armadas" and all types of arms not specified in the regulation are declared prohibited arms.

CHAPTER IX
Transportation of wild animals and their products

ARTICLE 24. The transportation of wild animals or their products and remains must be covered by the corresponding permit, without prejudice to the fulfillment of the customary legal regulations of the animal health service.

ARTICLE 25. Transportation companies are obliged to demand of senders, the permit covering their shipment.

CHAPTER X
General provisions

ARTICLE 26. The exportation of game items, living or dead, as well as their products and derivatives, whatever they may be, is prohibited.

Exceptions to this ruling are the game items or products taken by foreign non-residents, within the number authorized in the permit.

ARTICLE 27. A permanent closed season is decreed within the territory of the national parks and reserves, experimentation fields, and hatcheries.

ARTICLE 28. The hatcheries, experimentation fields, reserves and national parks shall be considered propagation centers of new species.
and shall be utilized by the authorities to promote the breeding of all types of nonpredatory animals.

CHAPTER XL

Crimes and offenses in the matter of hunting

ARTICLE 29. The Courts of the Federation shall be informed of the crimes in the matter of hunting.

ARTICLE 30. Hunting crimes are:

I. Engaging in hunting of species under permanent closed season.

II. The use of prohibited arms for hunting.

III. Hunting females and the young of mammals not considered harmful, when it is possible to distinguish clearly the sex of the animals.

IV. The taking or destruction of nests and eggs of wild birds; and

V. Hunting by means of the use of "armadas" or by other unauthorized methods.

ARTICLE 31. Those persons responsible for the crimes specified in the foregoing chapter shall be penalized with a maximum of three years of prison or a fine of $100.00 to $10,000.00 and in both cases, they shall be deprived of obtaining hunting permits for a period of five years. Penalties shall be doubled for second offenders.

ARTICLE 32. Hunting items and arms or means employed when committing crimes or offenses shall be collected by the administrative authority and only returned when used with permission of the proper authority and after payment of the corresponding pecuniary, in case the offense is slight. In other cases and in the instance of crimes, the Ministry of Agriculture shall declare the less of the arms in favor of the nation and shall proceed with auction of same in accordance with the manner and terms established in the Regulation.

ARTICLE 33. The following are offenses with regard to hunting:

I. To engage in hunting without the corresponding permit;

II. The taking of wild animals without a permit;

III. To travel in the wilderness with hunting arms, traps or other hunting equipment without the respective license;

IV. The capture of predatory animals with unauthorized traps;

V. To engage in hunting of species during temporary closed seasons;

VI. To engage in hunting with the help of artificial light, poisons or decoys;
VII. The sale, commerce with or advertising of meats, products or remains of wild animals;

VIII. The killing or capture of more animals than those authorized in the permit;

IX. Transportation of game animals or products derived from them, without the corresponding documentation, or of a larger number than that authorized;

X. Submitting game products mixed or changing their names in order to evade inspection, and

XI. Violation of any of the other provisions of this law or of its regulation.

ARTICLE 34. Offenses shall be penalized with a fine of $100.00 to $10,000.00 and with the confiscation of the products and equipment involved, without prejudice to the penalties with respect to arms which may be applicable, according to the provisions of article 32 of this law.

ARTICLE 35. When live animals are seized, they shall be liberated preferably at the site of their capture.

The products or remains, when susceptible to decomposition, shall be donated to charitable institutes, and those able to be used industrially shall be auctioned by the corresponding Federal Treasury Office.

ARTICLE 36. The forwarders, consignees and carriers of game products shall also be considered responsible for offenses committed and for paying penalties imposed upon the hunters or those who take the animals.

ARTICLE 37. Offenses shall be judged and imposed by the Forestry and Game Agents in each Federal Entity and shall be revised by the Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock, for purposes of increasing, verifying or decreasing the amount of the fines and to assure a better application of this law and of its regulation.

With respect to crimes, the Agents or the Ministry shall consign the party involved to the Federal Attorney General in charge of the corresponding district.

ARTICLE 38. Persons condemned or declared guilty of the same crime or offense within a lapse of 5 years are second offenders.

ARTICLE 39. When offenders abandon seized equipment and game, the Ministry of Agriculture shall proceed with auctioning these after thirty days have passed since their seizure.

The result of the auctions undertaken by the Ministry of Agriculture shall be turned over to the Ministry of Treasury, within a period of not more than five from the date of the auction.

ARTICLE 40. Fines shall be collected by the Federal Treasury Offices, subject to the respective laws.
1. The Game Law of August 28, 1940 and any other order opposed to this law are hereby revoked.

2. This law shall commence to be effective as of the date of its publication in the "Diario Oficial" of the Federation.

3. Permits presently in effect shall continue to be valid until their expiration date; but their application shall be subject to provisions of this law.

4. The Table of Open Seasons for Hunting or Capture shall continue in force and shall be modified by the Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock whenever it is deemed advisable.

In compliance with the provisions of paragraph I of article 89 of the Political Constitution of the United Mexican States, and for its publication and observance, I promulgate this law in the residence of the Federal Executive Power in the City of México, Federal District on this third day of the month of December in the year one thousand nine hundred and fifty-one. -Miguel Aleman.-Signature. The Minister of Agriculture and Livestock, Nazario S. Ortiz Gorza.-Signature.-The Minister of Treasury and Public Credit, Ramón Beteta.-Signature.-The Minister of Economy, Antonio Martinez Baez.-Signature.-The Under-Secr. e tary of Government, in Charge of the Office, Ernesto P. Uruchurtu.-Signature. The Minister of National Defense, Gilberto R. Limón.-Signature.

Translated by
Milton J. Linder
and
Res Kaplan.
Hunting licences to foreign non-residents in Mexico will be granted in accordance with the following regulations:

1°.— Hunting permits will be extended only to aliens entering legally to the Country in compliance with the regulations of the Migratory Service of the Mexican Government and in possession of the proper documents.

2°.— These licences should be extended only by the Delegados Forestales y de Caza of the Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock in every State all over the Country or by properly authorized offices, just in the official forms and exclusively to the hunters themselves. Hunting licences not in the proper forms will be illegals.

3°.— In accordance with the second part of the Art. 26 of the Federal Game Law, game items or products taken by foreign non-residents, within the number authorized in the permit and in the Open Season Table, can be exported by the permissionaires.

4°.— Authorized offices to extend sport hunting permits along the U.S.—Mexican border are in the following cities: Ensenada, B.C.; Hermosillo y Nogales, Son.; Chihuahua y Cd. Juarez, Chih.; Saltillo y Villa Acuña, Coah.; Monterrey, N.L.; Cd. Victoria y Nuevo Laredo, Tamps.

5°.— In accordance with the official Tariff, fee for one hunting permit shall be of $240.00 mexican Cy., for a single State and for a period of six months. Hunting permits are personal and non-transferable and bearers are obliged to show them to civil or military authorities whenever requested.

6°.— Foreign non-residents permissionaires are obliged to abide the Mexican Game Law and all regulations emanating from the proper authorities. Failure to this requirement shall constitute either a crime or offense in accordance with the Articles 31, 32 and 34 of the Federal Game Law.

7°.— Temporary importation of firearms and ammunitions in Mexico shall be authorized in every Customhouse along the Mexican—U.S. border by the representative of the Departamento de la Industria Militar.

Further information will be obtained in the main office, Department of Game of the Directorate General of Forestry and Game, Mariscal Street No. 11—Mexico City, Mexico. (Departamento de Caza, Dirección General Forestal y de Caza, Mariscal No. 11, Mexico, D.F.)
ORDER which establishes the periods during which wildlife species may be captured.

At the margin a seal which says: Federal Executive Branch.-United Mexican States.-México.-Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock.-Directorate General of Forestry and Game-Note number 207.3.

ORDER TO THE DIRECTORATE GENERAL OF FORESTRY AND GAME

WHEREAS FIRST: It is essential to protect the species which comprise the wildlife of the country.

WHEREAS SECOND: Some of our game species are already in danger of extinction, as a consequence of excessive hunting and of the progressive modification of their habitat.

WHEREAS THIRD: It is necessary to conform to the stipulations of the international treaties effected for the protection of migratory species.

WHEREAS FOURTH: In accordance with investigations undertaken by the personnel of the Directorate General of Forestry and Game, the conclusion has been arrived at that it is expedient to modify the regulations which have been governing game activities in the country; based on articles 9 and 17 of the Game Law of December 3, 1951, I have deemed it advisable to issue the following:

ORDER.

ARTICLE I. As of date of publication of this Order in the Diario Oficial of the Federation, the open seasons for the hunting or capture of wildlife species mentioned shall be subject to the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPECIES</th>
<th>OPEN SEASON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Patos, gansos y cianes)</td>
<td>November 16 to March 15 inclusive. Limit, 15 per day or in possession.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducks, geese and swans,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family ANATIDAE.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the entire Republic.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Grullas) Cranes,</td>
<td>November 1 to January 30 inclusive. Limit, 5 per day or in possession.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family GRUIDAE.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the entire Republic.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Gallina de agua, gallareta)</td>
<td>November 15 to February 15. Limit, 15 per day or in possession.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rails, coots,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family RALLIDAE.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SP~IES

Chilolinotes
Plovers and phalaropes,
Family CHARADRIIDAE and
PHALAROPIDAE.

(Agachaco) Snipe
and others of the Family
COLOPADIDAE, except (gunga)
wood plover.

(Avocetas) Avocets,
(Zunuda) Stilts
and others of the Family
RECURVIROSTRIDAE.

(Paloma de alas blancas,
paloma morada; tórtola, huilota)
White-winged dove, morning dove,
Inca dove, Family COLUMNIDAE.

In Lower California, Sonora,
Sinaloa, Chihuahua, Nuevo León

In the rest of the Republic.

(Cochalaco) Cochalacos,
(Hoco or faisán) Curassows,
(Cojolite) Peneleope,
and others of the Family CRACIDAE.

(Faisán Chino de collar) Ring-necked
pheasant
in Mexicali Valley, B.C.

In the rest of the Republic.

(Codorniz de montaña) mountain
quail and other species of the
family PHASIANIDAE, except (Faisán
de collar), Ring-necked pheasant
and assayed quail.

Masqué quail (Cyrtonyx m. montezuma)
in the Valley of Mexico and
high parts of Mexico State.

(Guajolote silvestre) Wild turkey
Family GALLIFORMIDAE.

(Tinamo) Tinamous
Family GAVICIDAE.

OPEN SEASON

August 15 to September 30 inclusive. Limit, 25 per day or in possession.

October 15 to February 15 inclusive. Limit, 15 per day or in possession.

September 1 to December 31 inclusive. Limit, 20 per day or in possession.

November 15 to February 15 inclusive. Limit, 15 per day or in possession.

October 1 to March 15 inclusive. Limit, 5 per day or in possession.

November 16 to March 15 inclusive. Limit, 15 per day or in possession.

November 1 to 30 inclusive. Limit, 2 males per day or in possession.

Prohibited.

December 1 to February 30 inclusive. Limit, 15 per day or in possession.

January 1 to March 1 inclusive.

November 1 to February 1 inclusive. Limit, 2 per day or in possession.

December 1 to March 31 inclusive. Limit, 15 per day or in possession.
**ANIMALS.**

Cerílagos, chismos, ratones, liejos) bats, (Suborder Microchiroptera) except (vampiros) vampire bats of the family DESMODONTIDAE, in the entire Republic.

Vampire bats, Family DESMODONTIDAE.

(Viendo y mono araña) Howling and spider monkeys, Family CERVIDAE.

(Tampico) Armadillo, Family DASYPODIDAE.

(Oso hormiguero) Ant-bear, Brafo Fuerte),
(Tamandúa),
(Oso mielero) Honey bear, Family Myrconeopridae.

(Liebres) Hares, (Zoatuche or Tezoreno), Conejos) Rabbits, Family LEPORIDAE.

(Zoatuche or tezoreno) Volcano rabbit, in the Valley of Mexico and States of Morelos and Puebla

(Liebres y conejos) Hares, and Rabbits, in the Valley of Mexico.

(Liebres ) Hares, in the State of Aguascalientes, Municipalities of Cosio, Tepeyac, Hidro de Rama, Asientos and Aguaclantilines.


In the State of San Luis Potosi, Municipalities of Santo Domingo.

No season or limit.

Prohibited.

No season or limit.

Prohibited.

No season or limit.

No season or limit.

Prohibited.

(fiebres y conejos) Rabbits and hares, in the rest of the Republic.

(Ardillales) Squirrels and ground squirrels, Family SCIURIDAE.

In the Valley of México.

In the rest of the Republic.

(Aguti) Agouti, (Canutoza o tuza real), Family DASYPROCTIDÆ.

(Coyotes) Coyotes, (Lobos) Wolves, (Zorras) Foxes, Family CANIDÆ.

(Oso) Bears, Family URSIDÆ.

(Cacomixtla) Ring-tailed cat, (Zapache) Raccoon, (Tejón- Género Nasua) Tejon (Marca o mico de Noche) Hinkelou, Family PROCTIDÆ.

(Comadreja) Raccoon, (Zorrillos) Skunks, and other species of the Family Mustelidæ, except the (Tejón, Género Taxidea) or (Tlacoyote) Badger and (Perros de agua-gen. NURIA) Otters.

(Tigre) Jaguar, (Tigrillo, jaguarondi), (Geto de monte) Wild cat, (Ocelote) Ocelot, (Jaguar), (Jaguarondi) Jaguarondi, and other members of the Family Felidæ.

(Jabalíes) Peccaries, Family TAYASSIDÆ. In Sonora, Chihuahua, Nuevo León and Tamaulipas.

In the State of Morelos.

In the rest of the Republic.

No season or limit.

November 1 to February 28 inclusive. Limit, 5 per day or in possession.

Prohibited.

No season or limit.

October 1 to January 30 inclusive. Limit, 2 per day or in possession.

No season or limit.

October 1 to January 15 inclusive. Limit, 2 adults per season.

October 16 to February 28 inclusive. Limit, 5 per day or in possession.

October 1 to January 30 inclusive. Limit, 5 per day or in possession.

No season or limit.

October 1 to January 31 inclusive. Limit, 5 per day or in possession.

Prohibited.

November 1 to February 15 inclusive. Limit, 5 per day or in possession.
n the Valley of México and the States of Colima, Tabasco, Yucatán, and Quintana Roo and warm zones of the States of Veracruz, Chiapas, Oaxaca, Guerrero and Michoacán.

in the States of Colima, Tabasco, Yucatán and Quintana Roo and warm zones of the States of Veracruz, Chiapas, Oaxaca, Guerrero and Michoacán.

in the States of Colima, Tabasco, Yucatán and Quintana Roo and warm zones of the States of Veracruz, Chiapas, Oaxaca, Guerrero and Michoacán.

(Vendeo burra or cola prieta) Mule or Black-tailed deer.

(Tamazate or Venado colorado) Red deer.

Reptiles.

(Iguana or garrobo) Iguana

Other reptiles.

Animals whose hunting is permanently prohibited.

Migratory Birds.

Family CUCULIDAE: Cuckoos, ani, roadrunners (platero, cucillo, vaquero, garrapatero, corre camino, paisamo).

Family CAPRIMULGIDAE: Nighthawks and whippoorwills (cuerpo ruin, abubilla, tapacaminos).

Family APOLIDAE: Swifts (avión listado, aguador, media luna, vencejo, tajadera, granizo tajadera).

Family TROCHILIDAE: Hummingbirds (Chupamirito, chupamirito ermitano, chupamirito de guías blancas, Chupamirito canelito, chupamirito real azul, chupamirito de corbata blanca, colibrí, chupamirito verde de cola de pescado, Chupamirito cola de tijera, matraquita, chupamirito de pecho verde azulado, chupamirito esmeralda, chupaflor).

Family PICIDAE: Woodpeckers and flickers (carpintero, carpintero de alas rojas, carpintero de alas amarillas, carpintero de orejas amarillas, carpintero de cabeza amarilla, carpintero verde, carpintero café, carpintero negro, carpintero tigrado, carpintero del palmer, carpintero anillado o sauce ro, carpintero de pino, pico de marfil, pito real).

Family Tyrannidae: Flycatchers (Papamoscas, papamoscas de río, mosquero de llano, papamoscas boyero, colmenero, mosquero, abejero, avispero, ray de los — papamoscas, tijereta, como chile, justo juez, cardenalito, papamosca de cuello blanco, corre guayllín, triste, portugués,—

October 16 to December 31 inclusive. Limit, 2 adult males per season.

September 1 to October 15 inclusive. Limit, 2 adult males per season.

Prohibited.

December 1 to 31 inclusive — Limit, 1 adult male per season.

October 15 to December 30 inclusive. Limit, 2 adult males per season.

To the judgment of this Ministry.
mosquero de monte, papanosca gris, papa mosquite, mosquero de barba blanca.

Family ALAUDIDAE: Larks
(clourea, calendria nonjita llerena, casilda, torito).

Family HIRUNDINIDAE: Swallows
(golondrina, avión negro, vencejo, golondrina de ciénega, golondrina albina, avión verde).

Family DARIDAE: Titmice
(mascarita o baloncito, chivito, sostre, pero de matorral, para de México de cabeza amarilla).

Family CERTHIDAE: Nuthatches and creepers
(carpinterito, saltadorcito, octerito, carpintero ocotero).

Family TROCHILIDAE: Hummingbirds
(reyezualo, saltapared sanjero, saltapared de canal, saltapared chiquito, saltapared chico de monte, carpinterito, matra-
cía, sonaja, saltapared de los cactos, saltapared anchero, saltón).

Family TURIDAE: Thrushes, robins and bluebirds
(tordos, primavera, mirlín, primavera, de color ocre, primave-\nra de punta, primavera de monte, chivilla, primavera café, pri-
macera real, capulinero, jilguero, clarín, mirlo, zonzal, ra-
señor, chquito, azul de tempestad).

Family HEMIPRINIIDAE: Mockingbirds and thrashers
(cerción, mazíz, cuílacoche, cuílacoche de pecho obscuro, cuí-
laocche albocejero, malito, zenzontle, chico, mirlo, rais-
señor, clarín cenizo).

Family SYLVIDAE: Chat-tits and kinglets
(Geoc carcara, papa mosquite aplomadito, piecirrí, pitíflor).

Family NOSTACILLIDAE: Wrens and pipits
(alondra de la majada, alondra obscura de la majada).

Family HOMYXILLIDAE: Waxwings
(burrito, chinito, tontito, torito).

Family PTILOGONATIDAE: Phainopeplas
(muscosapa, chivo negro, negro copetón, copetón negro, capuli-
nero, jarifa, jalotonatero).

Family LANIIDAE: Shrikes
(cabezón, pajarito gato, pega reborda, verdugo, zenzontle arrie-
ro).

Family VIREONIDAE: Vireos
(orpéndola, vireos, vireo, mosquero de ceja amarilla, mosque-
rito, papa mosquite de cabeza aplomada, gusanero, cafetero).

Family PARULIDAE: (COMPSOTHRAPIDAE): Warblers
(mezocilla, verdin rayado del sauce, verdin gusanero, verdinca-
to, secillero, negurinatero, calomarita, negurito, verdin de to-
ca amarilla, verdin de corona, verderon, aguador de copete, cu-
ledria huertera, arriero, cordelín, guajolotito amarillo, cu-
rozrano).

Family ICERIDAE: Meadowlarks, orioles and blackbirds
(alondra, triguero, tordo de pecho amarillo, capitán, tordo de
carreteretas, tordo capitán, coronel, ojinegro, comedor, calen-
dria, calendria tunera, calendria negra de quito, calendria -
zugotera, calendria de cabeza negra, urrao, zumate).
Family TERAPIDIDAE: Tanagers
(cerquero, hormiguero, canineras, charadnero real, mixto, cardenal avispero, cuadrillero, naranjero, higuerillero).

Family PRUNELLIDAE: Grosbeaks, finches, sparrows and buntings
(cardenal, caniner, charadnero, gorriones, prusianito, cuadrillero, domincio, marinero, arrocillo, cuadrillero, caniner, zorzalito, triguero, roncitero, ojos de lumbre, pepitero, azulejo, mascarita).

Non-Migratory Birds

Family CATHARTIDAE: Vultures
(buitres americanos, aura, zopilote).

Family ACCIPITRIDAE: Hawks and eagles
(milanos, águilas y halcones, gavilán ratonero, águila real).

Family PANDIONIDAE: Ospreys
(ágilas marinas, helletos, osifragas, quebrantahuesos).

Family TYTONIDAE: Barn owls
(lechuza, lechuza orejona).

Family SIRICIDAE: Other owls
(lechuzas y buhos).

Family PELECANIDAE: Pelicans
(alcancías, chacón, pelícano blanco, pelícano café, flamenco o flamingo, zopillicano).

Family SULIDAE: Bee-eaters
(pájaro bebé, tonto, zonzo).

Family PHALACROCORACIDAE: Cormorants
(cuervo de agua, cormorán, pato sargento, puerco).

Family ARDEIDAE: Herons
(garza blanca chica, garza blanca grande, garza morena).

Family CICONIIDAE: Storks, wood ibises and ibises
(cigüeñas, ibises arbóreos, garza rosa, espátula).

Family LARIDAE: Gulls and terns
(gaviota, golondrina de mar).

Family RAMPHASTIDAE: Toucans
(tucán de pecho rojo, tucán verde, pico de canoa).

Family REGULIDAE: Kinglets
(reyezuelo).

Family PSITTACIDAE: Red and green macaws
(guacamaya roja, guacamaya verde).

Family TROGONIDAE: Quetzal.
(quetzal-Pharomachrus mocinno-).

Mammals

Family CASTORIDAE: Beavers (castor).

Family Mustelidae: Badgers (tollocyote- Taxidea taxus), perro de agua
(Otter-Nutrias).

Family Tapiridae: Tapirs (anteburro o canta).

Family Antilocapridae: Antelope (herrendo).
Family BOVIDAE: Wild sheep (borrego silvestre).

Family CERVIDAE: Cedros Islands deer (venado de la isla de cedros).

ARTICLE 2. The hunting of wild animals in national Parks, Hunting Reserves and Refuges is strictly prohibited.

ARTICLE 3. In accordance with the Presidential Decree of October 17, 1950, published in the Diario Oficial of the Federation on October 24 of the same year, hunting is totally prohibited in the State of Coahuila.

ARTICLE 4. As a means of protecting the national fauna and in accordance with the Article 16 of the Federal Game Law, hunting is permitted only for sport; professional hunting and commerce with wild animals, their products or remains are prohibited.

ARTICLE 5. Violations of this Order shall be penalized in accordance with provisions of the Federal Game Law in effect.

ARTICLE 6. The Order of September 4, 1951, regulating hunting seasons is hereby revoked.

For publication and compliance.

Effective Suffrage. No Reelection.
The Minister of Agriculture and Livestock.

GILBERTO FLORES MUNOZ.
Signature.

Translated by
B. Villa R. from
the original in Spanish
and L. Farfán B.